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I hope this finds everyone staying Healthy - not too stir 
crazy from staying home. Everything is quiet in Wi also. 
We have our County Board meetings over telephone 
system and seems to being working out okay. Sure glad 
to have 40 acres to walk around when weather is nice. 
Do hope you all are staying well in this health issue. I 
am sure Ham Radio is being used more now. People 
that are not hams do not know what they are missing; 
it is A Great Hobby. Hopefully this will over by June. My 
wish is for everyone to Stay Healthy and enjoy the nice 
weather when you can.  

Wishing Everyone a Healthy Spring  

73  Pat N9jix  

Net Manager's Report by Pat  
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Deputy’s Docket 
 

With the pandemic reaching the US with a vengeance in early March, there has not 

been a lot of activity to report.  The current news has brought some new vocabulary 

to us like "Social Distancing", "Stay-At-Home" and "14-day self-quarantine".  Any 

possibility of a 2020 Spring Eyeball Rally disappeared as one by one; many large 

events were cancelled - including Hamvention - the largest hamfest in the 

world.   But our Ham Radio Nets provide us with a way to socialize while observing 

the required Social Distancing, and it does seem to me that participation has im-

proved slightly in spite of continued poor propagation, possibly due to more folks be-

ing home-bound.  That's just my personal observation since I seem to hear more new 

call signs on both the HF net and the EchoLink net lately. 

 

Membership continues to grow at an average rate of about 1 new member per week 

and we are now over 170 current members.  The majority of new members joining us 

seem to be from western states so now more than ever we need to find someone to 

help us with a western rally.  We can only have rallies if someone is willing to do the 

groundwork to find a suitable location and host the rally.  A rally is not a gala event, 

so hosting a rally is not all that difficult.  We can coach you about what to look for as 

a suitable location, and once a location is found we can help with the planning, and of 

course there is always help available at the rally.  Most RVers know of a nice 

campground in their home area that is suitable for a rally.  Please take a look around 

your area and see what you can find. 

 

I have been trying to keep the website up to date with links to current COVID-19 in-

formation, but most pages I find claiming to have "current" or "the latest" infor-

mation don't seem to be getting updated.  So, while they may have been current 

when written, they are not current any more today!  I am mainly looking for infor-

mation relative to camping during this situation.  If you know of a site that keeps 

their information updated please let me know. 

 

Speaking of the website - I encourage everyone, especially the newer members, to 

explore the content on the website.  There is a lot of history in the newsletter ar-

chives, old rally reports, and in the "About" pages of the site.  I also want to remind 

everyone that there is a SUGGESTION BOX on the main page of the website.  You 

must log in to use it but that is only to keep spammers from using the form.  The 

form itself does not require your name or email address.  Those fields are optional 

and will show up as "Anonymous" if you do not fill them in.  Your suggestions go to 

the entire Advisory Board.  The AB needs your input so let us know what you like, 

don't like, and what would make things better.  If you prefer to use email you can 

send email to "BOARD@RVRadioNetwork.com" and it will be delivered to all Advisory 

Board members.  

73 - stay safe and healthy, 

K4HM - Hank 
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Colleen KØCKB & Hans claim a spot on longest 
married list at 56 years on Feb 1st 

 

 After last issue, we learned  

In a time of social distancing and stay-at-home orders, amateur radio VEC and 
teams are working to establish protocols to remotely administer exams.  ARRL Vol-
unteer Examiner Coordinator (VEC) Manager Maria Somma, AB1FM, has received 
suggestions utilizing Zoom video teleconferencing, fill and sign Adobe PDFs, email 
which comply with testing standards while maintaining stay at home mandates. 

www.arrl.org/news/remotely-administered-amateur-exam-systems-showing-promise  

Will license exams go remote? 

 
Volunteer Monitor Program has gone from its “soft rollout”  to looking for operating discrepancies, 
and  examples of good operating. Riley Hollingsworth, K4ZDH, was brought aboard to get the pro-
gram running ARRL will eventually take over the VMC function. 
Hollingsworth is using a system called VMTRAC — developed by a VM — to measure the work of 
VMs and determine instances that qualify for good operator or discrepancy notices, referral to the 
FCC, or follow-up with FCC requests to the VM program. 165 active VMs logged upward of 2,300 
hours of monitoring on HF, and nearly 2,000 hours on VHF-UHF and other frequencies. 
6 instances of operating out of privilege or with an expired license have been detected by 2 VMs 
constantly monitoring FT8 watering holes with programs that alerted.   
Five of the 30 open cases are good operator cases. None have been referred to the FCC. Letters, 
telephone calls, or emails to the subjects of discrepancy reports where they could be identified, 
have either stopped or were explained. If this continues to work, it will minimize FCC referral and 
make those we do refer more worthy of FCC resources and more severe action. We will only call 
the FCC on very worst cases, but understand that FCC action will be expedited.  

One case “being groomed for FCC referral,” he said, involves long-standing interference to a re-
peater in the Philadelphia area by someone using an unauthorized call sign. Hollingsworth said he 
worked with net control operators of nets on 75 and 40 meters that had been suffering serious in-
terference, and so far, the solutions are working. One is still under investigation to determine who 
is causing the problem.”  

http://www.arrl.org/news/new-volunteer-monitor-program-is-up-and-running 

Volunteer Monitor Program is Working 

http://www.arrl.org/news/remotely-administered-amateur-exam-systems-showing-promise
http://www.arrl.org/volunteer-monitor-program
http://www.arrl.org/news/new-volunteer-monitor-program-is-up-and-running
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“Big Dog” in Alaska 

 

  In 1992, the 50th anniversary of the Alaska Highway, we 
decided to drive to Alaska from our home near St. Louis, MO. 
During the next eight weeks we drove almost 12,000 miles, 
camping in our van and usually spending the night at 
campgrounds in provincial parks, state parks, national forests, 
and sometimes in commercial campgrounds. To keep in touch 
with our families, we set up a daily evening schedule with Ham 
friends in St. Louis.  

 Bumper mount verticals on vans are not the most efficient 
antennas, so when possible we would string up a 20 meter di-
pole between trees. One evening in southern Alaska, after 
cooking dinner over the campfire, we put the dipole up about 
25 feet with the end of the coax lying on the ground near the 
side door of the van, and took a walk.  

 When we returned to our campsite, we noticed the 
campground host standing out at the road trying to peer 
around and under our van. Wondering what she was looking for, 
we asked if we could help her. She answered, “Before entering 
your campsite I wanted to see where your dog was.” When we 
asked why she thought we had a dog, she pointed to the dipole 
and replied, “Any dog that needs a ‘dog run’ that high must be 
a BIG DOG!” We contained our laughter until after she left, but 
have chuckled about it many times since. 

 

Wayne Ashwell, KØOHB, & Jeanine Ashwell, NØXKL 
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General interest info Greetings, 
 
If you're not familiar with WTWW and Bob Heil , you might Google the WTWW Home Page http://
wtww.us/ and scroll down to the bottom of the page.  WTWW stands for "We Transmit World Wide" 
and broadcasts from Lebanon, Tennessee. Much of the programming is religious, and also what I 
consider GOOD MUSIC, but much of it pertains to Amateur radio. 
 
I first became acquainted with Bob after we were first licensed in the late-1950s. He was a teenag-
er in Marissa, Illinois and I was the same age here in south St. Louis County. We were both very 
active on 6 meter AM. Even though we were a hundred miles apart, we both had large beams and 
could chat often. 
 
As a teenager, Bob played the large organ at the Fox theater in St. Louis. At 6:30 Central time on 
Saturday evenings, Bob now plays for 30 minutes on 5.085 MHz Give a listen this evening if you're 
available. 
 
We've since run into each other in various places, generally at Hamfests. A couple years ago 
Jeanine and I spent four days at the Albuquerque Hamfest and ARRL Rocky Mountain Division 
convention where Bob was presenting a program on Heil products. We got together several times 
during the convention to eat, chat, reminisce about the "good-ole-6M-AM-days," etc. 
 
73, Wayne K0OHB 

Schedule 
Transmitter 1     7 days 

8 PM CDT  to  12 AM CDT  Frequency 5830 (Scriptures For America) 

 Transmitter 2   

HAM RADIO PROGRAMMING 

QSO RADIO SHOW  LIVE TUESDAY 8 PM CENTRAL ON 5085 

HAMNATION LIVE WEDNESDAY APPROX 8 PM on 5085 

LIVE THEATER ORGAN FROM THE OZARKS WITH BOB HEIL SATURDAY 6:30 

PM CENTRAL ON 5085 

AMATEUR RADIO NEWSLINE SATURDAY 7 PM CENTRAL ON 5085 

THE BOSS RADIO DREAM TEAM THE GREATEST HITS OF ALL TIME 8 PM - 12 

AM CENTRAL ON 5085  MON- WED (TED RANDALL ),THUR (STEVE TAYLOR)  FRIDAY 

(GRANT HUDSON), SAT (JEFF LAURENCE ) , SUN (BIG JIM EDWARDS ) 

Bible dramatized with actors, sound effects, & background music  

2000-0200  hymn time,  

04 & 19 scriptures for America  

05&18  household of faith,  

http://wtww.us/
http://wtww.us/
http://tedrandall.com/
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Gray & Black tanks 
Gray Tank  

If you assure that only gray water goes into the tank, it mostly needs emptying, rins-

ing, & a treatment agent. A strainer in the sinks and shower will help, as will scraping 

food from the dishes into trash. The gradual buildup of grease, soap scum, and food 

residue can cause clogs and odors that rival those of the black tank, hence the treat-

ment agent. 

Where: Don't contaminate a freshwater source (the nearby fishing lake is not the per-
fect place for your shower water). Don't dump on pavement - gray water can smell as 
bad as black water, if it contains food waste. Some locations differentiate between 
gray water from your shower/bathroom sink and gray water from your kitchen sink 
(waste from foodstuffs makes all the difference). (In a similar vein, some RVs have 2 
gray water tanks, including one specifically for kitchen wastewater.) Be sure to check 
the rules at any location you plan to dump at to make sure you're not violating any 
regulations 
 
Here are articles about gray tank recyclers that take water from gray tank, filter it & 

pump into black tank. That lessens use of fresh water for the toilet.  
https://www.rvrepairclub.com/video/rv-grey-water-system-101-and-benefits-of-recycling-kit/# 
https://www.doityourselfrv.com/dry-camp-longer-diy-gray-water-recycling-system-usi-rv/ 

 
To Clean Gray Water Tank: 

Add Cleaning Agent 
Take a Drive (you can take advantage of your travel time to allow sloshing to help re-
move buildup) 

Drain Tank (after dumping your black tank to help wash any remaining residue 
from the black tank out of your sewer hose). If you leave your gray tank valve open 
at the campground close it when the black tank is nearly ready to dump.  

Rinse Tank Use tank rinser or flush valve to remove buildup. Flush valves allow you to 
rinse your gray water tank by connecting a garden hose to the barrel. Tank rinsers 
may be installed via hole drilled into the tank on your RV with an exterior hookup for 
a garden hose; sprays water at a high pressure (straight streams of water, or a 360-
degree radius with stationary, or rotating heads) to hit every inch of your tank.  

Adding Treatment every second or third dump is sufficient to prevent odors & clogs (by 

breaking down residue, grease and soap scum). Use an eco friendly enzyme-based for-

maldehyde-free treatment as it is a requirement of most campground dump stations. 

These come as liquid or drop in. Make sure you use the correct amount for your tank 

(check the instructions).  Some noncommercial ones are (GEO method: 1/2 cup water 

softener (liquid or powder- Calgon is most common) + 1/2 cup laundry detergent or 

Dawn dish soap), 1/2 to 1 cup Dawn dishwashing liquid (blue Dawn is particularly pop-

ular), 1 cup Calgon or other water softener, 1 cup baking soda, 1 cup dishwasher de-

tergent gel, 1 cup laundry detergent,. Less popular ones are Steradent denture clean-

er, Napisan stain remover, Water.  

 

Not Recommended: Bleach can damage your RV's seals and gaskets and kill off use-

ful bacteria needed to help break down waste. Many RV owner's manuals warn against 

using bleach in toilets and drains. For these reasons, bleach is not recommended for 
(Continued on page 7) 

https://www.rvrepairclub.com/video/rv-grey-water-system-101-and-benefits-of-recycling-kit/#
https://www.doityourselfrv.com/dry-camp-longer-diy-gray-water-recycling-system-usi-rv/
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use in your gray water tank—particularly not when there are so many safe, simple, 

economical alternatives. 

 
Black Tank 

That black water tank collects both liquids and solids from your RV toilet, so caring for 

it is a bit different than your gray tank. In addition to human waste, the RV black tank 

also collects water used to flush the toilet, and of course, toilet paper.  Be very 

mindful of what goes down the toilet. Do not flush wipes or feminine hygiene 

products. 

  

There’s the debate about TP- some say you must use RV specific while others say it 
just has to be septic safe. The bottom line you must use a type of paper that it will 
dissolve in the black tank. Here’s a test and at the end of the article are links to vide-
os of tests some have done. 
TPBDT (Toilet Paper Break Down Test) 
If there is ever any question about whether some toilet paper can be used in an RV, 
try this… 
1. Using a regular clear water glass (about 10 oz.), fill it half-full of water. 
2. Drop in a couple of clean pieces of toilet paper. 
3. With one hand on top of the glass to seal it and the other on the bottom, shake the 
glass two times vigorously—but no more. Set the glass down. 
4. Look to see if the toilet paper has dissolved/disintegrated. 
If so, that toilet paper is probably safe to use in your RV. If the sheets of paper are 
still in large pieces, don’t use it.  
 
Some never flush their “used” toilet paper down the toilet but place it in a plastic bag 
and take it out with the trash.  They didn’t trust the black tank, thought it was  
unsanitary to carry the used toilet paper with them even in the black tank, didn’t 
think they were supposed to put toilet paper in the toilet, or  friends taught them to 
do it that way. 
 
When you flush the toilet, the waste and flush water drops directly into the black 
tank— a simple and effective gravity-drop system—like an old outhouse or newer 
“porta-potty.”  
 
The size of the black tank is directly proportional to the size of the RV. Simply, the 
larger the black tank, the longer you can go without dumping. This is part of your RV 
being “self-contained” or fully usable without being “hooked up” or connected to util-
ities. At the very least, you should dump and empty your black water tank at the 
end of your trip or before storage.  Dump the tank when it's at least 2/3 full. This 
will ensure there is enough water to suspend the solid matter and allow the tank to 
drain. If you must dump before this point, fill the tank with water first.  

 
The accuracy of your tank monitors depends on how often you clean them!  
Knowing what your black water tank holds, the next logical question to ask is: how 
the heck do you keep it clean and odor-free? Fortunately, the availability of commer-
cial chemicals and deodorizers makes it pretty simple. Add a dose of RV black water 
tank treatment, which may come in liquid, packets, or powder- before beginning a trip 

(Continued from page 6) 

(Continued on page 8) 
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and after dumping.  Be sure to add in about a gallon of water to help the chemicals do 
their job -decreasing odors and breaking down solids.  
Here is a handy website that has lots of listing for dump stations, including whether 
water is available: www.sanidumps.com . 
If you camp in the same spot for long periods of time without sewer hook ups, you 
may find it necessary to take advantage of a portable RV waste tank. These waste 
tanks allow you to empty the contents of your black and grey water tanks into an ex-
ternal tank, which you can then transport to a dump station. RV portable waste tanks 
usually have wheels and a handle, so they can easily be pulled across the campground 
for dumping. 
 
To dump your RV’s black water holding tank: When dealing with your black water 
tank, be sure to protect yourself from any drips, leaks, or splatters by always wear-
ing gloves. Connect a high-quality, reliable sewer hose to the outlet drain of your RV’s 
sewer system. You’ll see that there are two valves, one for the gray and one for the 
black water. Always drain the black water first. That way, you can drain the gray 
water afterward, which will clean the hose and dislodge anything Ensure the other end 
of your hose is tightly fitted into a dump station. Pull the black water valve and let the 
tank drain completely (no more sounds of water rushing through), close the valve.  
Rinse as discussed in the gray water tank. If you don’t have a manufacturer’s tank 
flush valve, and you don’t wish to add one to your tank yourself, you will need to em-
ploy a more manual method of RV black water tank cleaning. Some owners use the ice 
cube method. And does putting ice in the tank really clean it? Check out these videos 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=iH6acEmqvcw 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=beYAnfK-rPM 
You can run a solution of soapy water through your RV’s tanks in order to facilitate RV 
black water tank sensor cleaning.  While you can use mild dish detergent or ice to 
clean your tanks more thoroughly, avoid using harsher substances, like antifreeze, 
which can dry out the seals and ruin your sewer system. 
 
Macerator system-essentially a motorized grinder that turns your black tank solids into 
slurry that is pumped under pressure longer distances through a much smaller sewer 
hose — even through a common, 1″ garden hose. And because an electric pump does 
the hard work (instead of gravity, like in the standard 3″ sewer), waste can even be 
moved uphill if needed.  
 
There are two types of macerators, one that is built inline or as a part of your RV’s toi-
let (which then empties into the black holding tank) and the other than commonly 
connects to your holding tank’s 3″ sewer hose fitting. This last type could either be a 
built-in, integrated component that is a part of your motor coach or it could be an af-
termarket model that connects as a separate unit. Almost all macerators are electric-
powered. Macerators may also allow you to dump waste where you might not always 
be able; at home, for instance (if local laws allow) but takes longer to dump your 
tanks than the standard 3″ sewer pipe 
There are some water-powered macerators., however, as a proper backflow assembly 
must be utilized to guard against back siphonage of sewerage into the potable water 
system of the RV park. Diseases that sewage can contain could be catastrophic if that 
was introduced into the potable water supply- a valid reason some RV parks do not 
allow this type of system and because they use an excessive amount of water to func-
tion.  

(Continued from page 7) 

(Continued on page 9) 

http://www.sanidumps.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iH6acEmqvcw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=beYAnfK-rPM
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A macerator is expensive, must be monitored when using, (allowing a macerator 
pump to run dry can damage the pump or blow a fuse), and needs maintenance on 
the pump, especially the impellers. Not knowing this or not doing regular maintenance 
will result in the pump getting slower and slower, making the pump out process ever 
longer over time.  
 
Once the black tank is empty & rinsed then pull the gray tank water valve. Let that 
drain completely as well, and then close it.  Add treatment to tanks. 
 
 
It’s good practice to keep the black tank always closed, if you let the black wa-
ter tank drain freely, liquids flow through but solids get stuck, leading to a very messy 
situation.  
 
 
References: 
http://rvservices.koa.com/rvinformation/rvmaintenance/how-fresh-is-your-rv-fresh-

water-system.asp 

https://www.tripsavvy.com/rving-guide-to-water-systems-4116713 

https://www.rvda.org/RVTechnicianToday/Articles/Plumbing/

RV_Water_Pump_Maintenance.aspx 

https://www.your-rv-lifestyle.com/rv-water-system/ 

https://www.etrailer.com/faq-clean-rv-gray-tank-in-5-easy-steps.aspxhttps://
rvshare.com/blog/rv-water-system/ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ovyd2x_Nx6k 

https://rvshare.com/blog/rv-black-water-tank/ https://kleentank.com/rv-macerators-
the-good-the-bad-and-the-very-ugly/ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eDLXXRVe2pc 

https://www.thervgeeks.com/plumbing/test-for-rv-safe-toilet-paper/  

http://www.aboutrving.com/rv-topics/toilet-paper-101/ 

http://www.aboutrving.com/rv-topics/toilet-paper-101/  

https://blog.campingworld.com/at-the-campsite/is-rv-toilet-paper-really-necessary/ 

(Continued from page 8) 

http://rvservices.koa.com/rvinformation/rvmaintenance/how-fresh-is-your-rv-fresh-water-system.asp
http://rvservices.koa.com/rvinformation/rvmaintenance/how-fresh-is-your-rv-fresh-water-system.asp
https://www.tripsavvy.com/rving-guide-to-water-systems-4116713
https://www.rvda.org/RVTechnicianToday/Articles/Plumbing/RV_Water_Pump_Maintenance.aspx
https://www.rvda.org/RVTechnicianToday/Articles/Plumbing/RV_Water_Pump_Maintenance.aspx
https://www.your-rv-lifestyle.com/rv-water-system/
https://www.etrailer.com/faq-clean-rv-gray-tank-in-5-easy-steps.aspx
https://rvshare.com/blog/rv-water-system/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ovyd2x_Nx6k
https://rvshare.com/blog/rv-black-water-tank/
https://kleentank.com/rv-macerators-the-good-the-bad-and-the-very-ugly/
https://kleentank.com/rv-macerators-the-good-the-bad-and-the-very-ugly/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eDLXXRVe2pc
https://www.thervgeeks.com/plumbing/test-for-rv-safe-toilet-paper/
http://www.aboutrving.com/rv-topics/toilet-paper-101/
http://www.aboutrving.com/rv-topics/toilet-paper-101/
https://blog.campingworld.com/at-the-campsite/is-rv-toilet-paper-really-necessary/
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Meet the DVstick 30 

Ever since first licensed in 1973, I have been a frugal (cheap) ham, always buying fix-er-up 
equipment.  The first new radio I ever purchased was a vhf/uhf mobile in 1999.  3 years later I 
made my only other new radio purchase, an ICOM 706MK2g at a wholesale price.  I never 
purchased a D-Star radio because they were expensive and I didn't know if D-Star would be-
come popular enough, or last long enough, to be worth such an investment.   Then in 2016 at 
the Orlando HamCation one of the dealers had a sale on the DV3K Dongle which uses DVTool 
gateway software to provide direct access to D-Star DPlus reflectors from a computer, bypass-
ing the need for a radio or repeater - and the price was less than $200.  I decided to take a 
chance and try this mode.  I knew of a morning D-Star chat group with about half a dozen par-
ticipants, a few of which I had know for years.  (See "RVing with D-STAR" in the December 
2016 Network News)   That chat group became my morning routine until a Windows-10 up-
date resulted in the DVTool software no longer being compatible with Windows-10.  At that 
point I resurrected an old Windows-7 laptop computer in order to continue any D-Star activi-
ty.  But having an extra computer just for a morning coffee session was a bit cumbersome in 
the limited space of an RV and my participation slacked off a bit, especially whenever we were 
traveling for more than a day between locations. 

Then in February of this year someone told me about the new "DVstick 30" that, like the 
DV3K Dongle, turns your computer into a gateway to access D-Star reflectors directly.   But 
unlike the DV3K Dongle which accessed only DPlus reflectors, the DVstick 30 provides ac-
cess to all 4 types of D-Star reflectors as well as all of the DMR network.  The DMR access 
would cost less than $150, less than I had paid for the DV3K Dongle, and it wouldn't require 
me to learn how to program a DMR radio or build a code plug.  I was sold!    

 

 

 

The DVstick 30 is a product of DVMega inc. The BlueDV Windows software is from PA7LIM, Da-
vid Grootendorst 

http://rvradionetwork.com/NetNews_2016_12.pdf
http://rvradionetwork.com/NetNews_2016_12.pdf
http://www.pa7lim.nl/bluedv-windows/
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I ordered the DVstick 30, downloaded and installed BlueDV software (with one mouse 
click), and registered my call  at RadioID (which provides a required ID# to access the DMR 
network).   A few days later my own DVstick 30 arrived and within minutes I was on D-Star 
with my laptop computer.  Being unfamiliar with DMR I had to spend a couple of hours re-
searching DMR information online before I was able to get on DMR.  But once I had the 
software configured DMR was almost as easy as D-Star.  It turns out there are basically 2 fla-
vors of DMR - Brandmeister and DMR+.  While both use the same digital mode they have 
different repeater organizational structure and use somewhat different terms although there is 
some overlap between the two.  Once you start using DMR you will quickly learn the nuanc-
es. 

So in late February and early March I had fun exploring the capabilities of the DVstick 
30.  Then in mid March the COVID-18 pandemic required us to be self-quarantined so we 
stayed in our RV at the same campground in Raleigh NC from March 16 until April 16.  I al-
so have an AnyTone AT-878UV radio that I had only used on traditional analog FM because 
programming the radio from the manual was difficult and I had not ventured to attempt a 
code plug.  So during that month, with the help of a couple of friends who were using 
DMR,  I became somewhat familiar with programming the radio and building (or at least 
modifying) code plugs, so I now have the ability to operate on DMR using either the radio or 
the DVstick 30.  I have to say that the DVstick 30 with BlueDV software is the easier to use, 
but it is only available when at the computer.  When away from the computer the radio is the 
only option - but it is dependent on having a repeater in range and since we typically stay 
away from town there is usually no repeater in our area. 

 
Another option digital voice operation without a local repeater is to have one of the various 
hotspots that abound today supporting D-Star, DMR, and Fusion/YSF.  A hotspot is basically 
an internet gateway to the DMR network.   Most hotspots are based on Raspberry Pi with a 
tiny radio added turning it into a tiny local repeater.   Hotspots will often provide programma-
ble functions and automation making them even more versatile than the DVstick 30.  The 
cost of a hotspot winds up being comparable to the DVstick 30,  but being a repeater it re-
quires you to use a radio to access the hotspot. 

 
So as you can see, there are many digital voice ham radio options out there today.  And it 
seems like every month there are more options available that support more digital voice 
modes.  Any of them can link you to nearly anywhere in the world.  There is a huge expanse 
out there to be explored, and a huge number of hams around the world waiting for a QSO 
with you. 

 
73, 
K4HM - Hank  

https://www.radioid.net
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News, photos & Bios, Michelle N3YRZ  (Editor) msack@verizon.net 

 

Changes (Address, Roster & Net Info): Marshall KF9SU   
 

Dues: New: $14  Renewal: $12  
Decal Orders:($1.00 each)  
Marshall Kiel KF9SU   
1401 Parkview Dr  
Tomah, WI 54660-1067  
 
Web questions and information  Hank K4HM 

Network Apparel: https://www.cafepress.com/rvradionetwork  

 

Silent key (death) notifications - board@rvradionetwork.com  

 

 

To send email to ALL officers and active Advisory Board members: 

Send email to: board@rvradionetwork.com  

Whoooooo 

Gets What …  

https://www.cafepress.com/rvradionetwork
mailto:board@rvradionetwork.com
mailto:board@rvradionetwork.com
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Down memory lane 

From the May 2001 issue 
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Practice questions 

 
Which of the following is a result of the fact that the Amateur Radio Service is second-

ary in all or portions of some amateur bands (such as portions of the 70 cm band)? 

A. U.S. amateurs may find non-amateur stations in those portions, and must avoid in-

terfering with them 

B. U.S. amateurs must give foreign amateur stations priority in those portions 

C. International communications are not permitted in those portions 

D. Digital transmissions are not permitted in those portions 

 

Which of the following amateur bands is restricted to communication on only specific 

channels, rather than frequency ranges? 

A. 11 meters 

B. 12 meters 

C. 30 meters 

D. 60 meters 

 

What should you do if a CW station sends "QRS"? 

A. Send slower 

B. Change frequency 

C. Increase your power 

D. Repeat everything twice 

 

Which of the following frequency ranges is most suited for meteor scatter communica-

tions? 

A. 1.8 MHz - 1.9 MHz 

B. 10 MHz - 14 MHz 

C. 28 MHz - 148 MHz 

D. 220 MHz - 450 MHz 
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Fall 2020 
 

 The 2020 Fall RV Radio Network rally will be held in Faribault 
Minnesota during the week of Labor Day September 7th 2020 

Your hosts David Ventura and Susan Keith have made arrange-
ments for us to stay at Rice County Fairgrounds. 

Many exciting activities will be planned which will include  a tail-
gate swap meet with the River Bend Wireless and Mechanical So-
ciety , and an ice cream social. One of the RBWMS club members 
works for a bus company, so we are hoping to plan a trip to the 
"Defeat of Jessie James day" events in nearby Northfield, MN and 
also trips to the Mall of America and other shopping venues. 

Currently in stay at home, David says further plans are in holding 
pattern.  Check the web site for updates as the information be-
comes available.  

Rally news 

Spring 
There was no rally this spring; we need someone to volun-

teer to find a location for the 2021 rally 
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Our Members  
Who are the members of the RVRN? 

That is what we’ll learn in this column. It may be a featured member or answers 

to a question of the quarter.  We might just have pictures, or write ups of a trip 

that a member sent. It will be what we the members make it. I am open to sug-

gestions and I need input to help keep this newsletter filled. Please send me 

news about your latest trip, the new way you  found to do something in your rig, 

an interesting contact you made, pictures, or anything else to share with fellow 

members. 

Question of the quarter– How are you planning to celebrate 

Independence day this year? Or are you making plans for a 

later time? 

Drop me a line (or 100) msack@verizon.net or tell me 

on the nets. 

Herb Mooney 1490 WW4BCH (the artist formally known as 

KM4YZP)  has a new call sign. 

The vanity call BCH for beach and WW for his favorite beach 

(Wildwood) And the 4? He lives in FL –home to quite a few 

beaches! 

I was lucky enough to travel around the world with Air 
Force, but there are a lot of places in the US I have yet 
to see. Some places are exploring Montana, visiting some 
vineyards in New Mexico as well as Arizona, and visiting 
a lot of the states that I have just passed through, but 
never had the time to visit. Hopefully in a few years, 
when I retire, I’ll be able to see some of them.  

73, AC0F Alan  
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H ms in Action   
Adjutant General's Distinguished Patriot Medal awarded to Win-

link developers  Steve Waterman, K4CJX & Phil Sherrod, W4PHS. 

Winlink is helping disaster readiness and communications interoperability of 

the emergency responders across the United States and the world." 

http://www.arrl.org/news/winlink-development-team-members-awarded-tennessee-military-department

-patriot-medals  

Answers to practice questions 

1 A 2 D 3 A 4 C 

RV Doctor 

Gary Bunzer, the RV Doctor,  died April 17, 2020 of COVID-19.  Although not a ham,  

so not a member of the RV Radio Network, he  was well known and loved in the RV  

community.  

Check out this map for common emergencies in areas 

across the country 

https://www.redcross.org/get-help/how-to-prepare-for-emergencies/common-

natural-disasters-across-us.html#all  

http://www.arrl.org/news/winlink-development-team-members-awarded-tennessee-military-department-patriot-medals
http://www.arrl.org/news/winlink-development-team-members-awarded-tennessee-military-department-patriot-medals
https://www.redcross.org/get-help/how-to-prepare-for-emergencies/common-natural-disasters-across-us.html#all
https://www.redcross.org/get-help/how-to-prepare-for-emergencies/common-natural-disasters-across-us.html#all
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Net Manager:  
Pat Ryan N9JIX  
4728 S Co. Rd. C  
Superior WI 54880-8527  
n9hnw@aol.com   
 
Newsletter  Editor:  
Michelle Sack N 3YRZ 
PO Box 1182 
Waldorf, MD 20604 
msack@verizon.net 

The Network News is published four times a year (approximately Feb, May, Aug and Nov) by RV 

Radio Network for the use and enjoyment of its members. News items should be sent to the Editor 

by the 20th of the month preceding the publication date.  

Technical items included in the Network News is for your information only. They have not been 

tested by the RVRN officers or staff. The RV Radio Network accepts no legal responsibility for 

such information and cannot guarantee the article will pertain to your situation.  

The Network News invites you to share your hints, tips and articles of information with fellow 

members. Send to editor by US mail or E-mail with your contact information.  Additional updated 

news is available on the RVRN web site:  www.RVRadioNetwork.com  

RV Radio 

Network  

RV Radio Nets 
HF Net We invite all Amateur Radio Operators with an appropriate FCC license to participate 
nightly 7264 KHz (plus or minus for clear frequency) at 18:30  Central Time  
 
EchoLink Net  Each Thursday @ 8:00 PM Central Time. *SELINK* Conference Node (alternate 
W4EDP-R Repeater) W9YT-R Repeater (Only when both *SELINK*  and W4EDP-R are down)  
 
Mobile & Rally Talk-in 146.55 MHz Simplex 
Rally In Park: 146.48 MHz  
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Friends Keeping In Touch via 

Amateur Radio and RV’s 

rvradionetwork.com  

The RV Radio Network  
22020/2021 Membership / Renewal Application  

31 May 2020—01 June 2021  

Name: _________________________________ Call: ____________________ Net #: _______________  

Spouse: ________________________________ Call: ______________________________  

Address: _______________________________ City: ______________________________  

State: ______Zip: _____________________ ARRL (Y) (N)  

Phone: (Home) ____________________________ (Cell) ______________________________________  

Email: ______________________________________________________________________________ 

(All Newsletters are Emailed ) 

New Membership: $14.00 Signature: ___________________________________________________  

Renewal Membership: $12.00  

There are 2 ways you can pay: 

Pay online using PayPal secure online payment system. (Faster / preferred method) 
Send a check via US Postal Service Mail (USPS can not match the speed of PayPal) 

Mail to: Marshall Kiel KF9SU  

1401 Parkview Dr  

Tomah, WI 54660-1067  

Membership 
https://rvradionetwork.com/membership.php   

http://rvradionetwork.com/
https://rvradionetwork.com/membership.php

